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Weekly Cryptocurrency Market
Analysis
The bounce back in the cryptocurrency market continued last week, with the overall market
capitalisation increasing by 18% to $380 billion. Bitcoin rose 9% to $8,800 while Ether’s price increased
18% to $600.
The current market capitalisation for the crypto markets is $380 billion and for Bitcoin is $150 billion and
other altcoins is $230 billion.
With the breakout lasting for around 10 days now, many are announcing that the bull market is back. The
cryptocurrency market has been largely driven and reﬂexive, because of this the greater that people
agree with something, the more likely that it's going to happen.
It's far kind of crazy when you recall how the renewed optimism all commenced 12 days ago. This shows
that sentiment inside the cryptocurrency market shifts speedy and dramatically. buyers need to pay
very close attention in the event that they want to time the market nicely.
Another observation is that all through this bounce back, altcoins had been outperforming bitcoin.
Typically, while the cryptocurrency market is at the beginning of a rebound, bigger coins generally tend
to appreciate faster than smaller ones. but, it is not the case this time.
The tax season for a number of countries has just passed, which oﬀers some other cause for people to
be bullish. but, we trust that plenty of crypto traders around the world do not ﬁle their capital proﬁts
from buying and selling cryptocurrencies. therefore, it is highly luckily the fund outﬂow from
cryptocurrency to pay for taxes is very lower than some may think.
As an end result, we consider it is vital to have a balanced portfolio among the Large Cap coins and
smaller altcoins so you can take advantage of the market at the right time.
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Crypto Trade Opportunities
Bitcoin (BTC)
Wait for a Breakout of $9,000 – Then Entry @ $9,000 - Exit @ $10,000

Ethereum (ETH)
Entry @ $590 - Exit @ $700
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Litecoin (LTC)
Wait for a Breakout of $165 - Then Entry @ $165 - Exit @ $200

Neo (NEO)
Wait for a Breakout of $82 – Then Entry @ $82 - Exit @ $100
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Ripple (XRP)
Entry @ $0.82 - Exit @ $1

Lisk (LISK)
Wait for a Breakout of $13.5 – Then Entry @ $13.5 - Exit @ $18
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Top 10 Coins
Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation
(Past 30 Days)
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Exclusive Interview and Story of a Crypto Millionaire
2ƬFLDOTrailer)

Are you ready to make your ﬁrst 100k for 2018, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire
The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven
revenue streams.
After irav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this
programme to your door step.
Through our unique step by step approach, and our Change Your ife In 0 Days Challenge , we aim
to build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but
never ventured.
Are you ready to take the 0 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2018
Get in touch - 44(0)207 1
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Advancements in the
Cryptocurrency World
MasterCard Eyes Blockchain for Fighting Fake Identities
https://www.coindesk.com/mastercard-eyes-blockchain-ﬁghting-fake-identities/

In an application released by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Oﬃce (USPTO) last Thursday, Mastercard
describes a system in which a semi-private or private blockchain would be used to receive and store
identity data, the pieces of which could include a "name, a street address, tax identiﬁcation number"
and more. The company states in the ﬁling, which was originally submitted in September 2017, that the
tech could help it block the use of fake identity data within its systems.

Coinbase Buys Earn.com, Gaining Top Talent in the process
https://www.nasdaq.com/article/coinbase-buys-earncom-gaining-top-talent-in-the-process-cm948650

Cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase is buying Earn.com, a social network that allows users to earn
digital currency by replying to emails and completing small tasks online. Coinbase CEO Brian
Armstrong made the announcement in a blog post today, April 16, 2018. In addition to welcoming the
entire Earn.com team, Coinbase has made Earn.com co-founder and CEO Balaji Srinivasan its ﬁrst CTO.
Both companies are located in the Bay Area. This is Coinbase's ﬁfth acquisition so far and its most
substantial to date. Coinbase has not revealed how much it paid for Earn.com, but to oﬀer an idea of the
company's evaluation, Earn.com has raised more than $120 million in a series of funding rounds.
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Cheapair.com Considers Bitpay as Coinbase Terminates Merchant Processing
Solutions
https://news.bitcoin.com/cheapair-com-bitpay-coinbase-merchant-processing-solutions/

Travel booking website Cheapair.com has been accepting bitcoin as a payment option for ﬂights and
hotel bookings since 2013. The company currently uses Coinbase to process its bitcoin payments.
However, CEO Jeﬀ Klee announced on Friday that bitcoins received by Cheapair.com are immediately
converted to ﬁat because the company has to immediately transfer them to its travel supplier partners
such as airlines and hotels. “Coinbase has been providing that service for us, but at the end of the
month they are getting out of that business, leaving us scrambling for an alternative.”

AWS Is Making Hyperledger and Ethereum Easier to Use
https://www.coindesk.com/aws-making-easier-use-hyperledger-fabric-ethereum/

Amazon Web Services, the e-commerce giant's cloud computing arm, has unveiled a new service for
launching out-of-the-box blockchain networks for the Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric protocols. In
a blog post published on Wednesday, AWS chief evangelist Jeﬀ Barr wrote that the newly available
"templates" allow clients to "launch an Ethereum (either public or private) or Hyperledger Fabric
(private) network in a matter of minutes and with just a few clicks." He went on to explain: "The
templates create and conﬁgure all of the AWS resources needed to get you going in a robust and
scalable fashion." The post provides detailed instructions for setting up an Ethereum template, which
supports mining, as well as an EthStats page that provides network metrics and an EthExplorer tool
that displays the transactions and smart contracts entered into the ledger.
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China’s Telecom Giant Huawei Launches Blockchain-As-A-Service Platform
https://cointelegraph.com/news/chinas-telecom-giant-huawei-launches-blockchain-as-a-service-platform

Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei revealed its latest Hyperledger-fuelled Blockchain
oﬀering at a conference in Shenzhen Tuesday, April 17. The Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) tool,
which comes a month after the release of Huawei and Hyperledger’s joint project Caliper, will be
known as the decidedly low-key “Blockchain Service.” Hyperledger is an open source Blockchain
operation created by the Linux Foundation in 2015. Since its inception, it has grown to incorporate
over one hundred major business sponsors and seen multiple partnerships and integrations.

New York Attorney General Launches Inquiry Into Cryptocurrency Exchanges
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/new-york-attorney-general-launches-inquiry-cryptocurrency-exchanges/

As part of an eﬀort to protect cryptocurrency investors and bring greater transparency into how
cryptocurrency exchanges operate, New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman has sent letters to
13 virtual currency exchanges requesting they disclose key information about their operations. “With
cryptocurrency on the rise, consumers in New York and across the country have a right to transparency
and accountability when they invest their money,” the attorney general said in a statement today, April
16, 2018. “Yet too often, consumers don’t have the basic facts they need to assess the fairness,
integrity and security of these trading platforms.”
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Samsung Is Looking Into Blockchain For Its Huge Global Supply Chain
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-15/samsung-jumps-on-blockchain-bandwago
n-to-manage-its-supply-chain

Samsung Electronics Co. is considering a blockchain ledger system to keep track of global shipments
worth tens of billion of dollars a year, according to Song Kwang-woo, the blockchain chief at Samsung
SDS Co., the group’s logistical and information and technology arm. The system could cut shipping
costs by 20 percent, according to SDS. While companies around the world have said they’re planning
to deploy blockchain technology on everything from cross-border payments to tracking the life-cycle
of supermarket chickens, Samsung Group is one of the ﬁrst global manufacturers to take a serious
look at using the distributed ledgers in its operations. SDS is working on the system for Samsung
Electronics, the conglomerate’s crown jewel.

Crypto Exchange Kraken To End Services In Japan, Cites Rising Costs Of Business
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-17/cryptocurrency-exchange-kraken-pulls-out-o
f-japan-citing-costs

Kraken, one of the world’s longest-operating cryptocurrency exchanges, will end its trading services
for Japanese residents. The San Francisco-based company cited the rising costs of doing business in
Japan for its decision, though it said it may re-enter the country in the future. It tentatively plans to
cease all its services, which began in October 2014, by the end of June, it said in an emailed
statement. “Suspending services for Japan residents will allow us to better focus on our resources to
improve in other geographical areas,” the company said in the statement. “This is a localized
suspension of service that only aﬀects residents of Japan and does not impact services for Japanese
citizens or businesses domiciled outside of Japan.”
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Ether Capital Shares Commence Trading on Canadian Stock Exchange
https://news.bitcoin.com/ether-capital-shares-commence-trading-canadian-stock-exchange/

Ether Capital’s stock began trading on Toronto’s NEO Exchange on Thursday. As of this writing, the
company’s ETHC shares are currently trading at approximately $2.45 USD. The company’s chief
information oﬃcer, Ben Roberts, has told reports that the company raised $45 million CAD – falling 10
percent short of the company’s expectations. Ether Capital had originally sought to issue 20 million
shares priced at $2.50 each, however, was only able to sell 18 million shares. The private oﬀer was
co-directed by CIBC Capital Markets and Canaccord Genuity Corp.
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Platinum ICO Information
PumaPay

PumaPay: Paving the Way for a Crypto Economy
Project Details:
We're living through the golden age of cryptocurrencies, but not yet that of crypto usability. As
ICOs are mushrooming, it is almost impossible not to come across some breaking news about the
launch of a new token. However, very few of these projects have the holistic vision to drive growth.
Decentralized Vision, a Gibraltar-registered blockchain startup announces the launch of PumaPay, a
ground-breaking PullPayment protocol aimed at empowering merchants across industries and
investors alike, by putting them back in charge of their capital. Developed "from the ground up", as the
company's CEO Yoav Dror and key ﬁgure behind the project explains, PumaPay is set on a path to take
on banks and credit cards.

A World Without Banks
Breaking away from the typical technical pattern of traditional push-based transactions, PumaPay
innovates by enabling a pull action over the blockchain. Unlike other crypto protocols requiring A to
manually push funds to B, with PumaPay things are exactly the opposite, where B can pull funds directly
from A's wallet, if authorized by A. Additionally, these pulls may occur regularly or one time only,
depending on the billing arrangement between users.
Apart from being the hallmark of PumaPay, this technical upgrade confers versatility to the solution,
which the blockchain has never seen before, facilitating billing practices that are currently supported
only by traditional means like credit cards and banks, without the associated ﬁnancial hurdles that
come with these methods. Essentially, PumaPay supports all traditional payment types from
pay-per-use, single, recurring, to instalment-based, and restricted payments on the blockchain.
Aiming to "serve merchants, not exploit them", according to Yoav Dror, PumaPay transcends industries
and eliminates middlemen. Currently, merchants cross-industry are at risk of facing chargebacks,
exorbitant ﬁnes due to consumer's remorse, and whopping transaction fees that range anywhere from
2% to 15%, in some cases deemed high-risk as with adult entertainment and gaming.
Bringing the ﬂexibility of credit cards to the blockchain, PumaPay paves the way for a token economy
and a world without banks. The variety of cases in which PumaPay could be used is illustrated in its
White Paper, where users can buy anything with the PMA token from monthly streaming media and
gym membership subscriptions to securing on-time utility bill payments, paying for online
consultations, a dinner out and a lot more.
There are many good ICOs out there, yet very few transcend their digital boundaries. Will they follow
PumaPay's lead and continue to innovate?
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Oﬃcial Videos:
Puma Pay Pull Payment Protocol: https://youtu.be/CXqGz8gZm6I

The Pull Payment Protocol: https://youtu.be/8uJfMQQKXuY
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Puma Pay’s Economy Eco-System: https://youtu.be/Rp7ZWt0Sbiw

PumaPay Machine
Key personalities behind PumaPay and market leaders from multiple sectors have expressed their
conﬁdence in the "PumaPay machine", and hence in the solution's potential for widespread adoption.
Building on Bitcoin's legacy, the viability and sustainability of PumaPay's PullPayment protocol relies on
a solid ecosystem represented by Early Adopters and the PumaPay Pride. That said, the PMA token
does not exist in a vacuum, but integrated in a solid, ever-expanding structure represented by big
brands like Fashion TV, Rent 24, CCBill, Backpack.io, ImLive, AEBN and other key players in the adult
entertainment industry, as well as RoomDao, a cryptocurrency startup who recently joined the ranks of
PumaPay, and many more. All these small to large-size businesses have committed to adopt the
protocol immediately from the get-go and use the PMA token as a favoured means of payment. They
will also use the token to incentivise their customers and encourage extensive PMA use to buy goods
and services, oﬃcial voices from some of these companies told PumaPay in conﬁdence.
More companies are chaining in to adopt the protocol every day, leading the PumaPay team to
believe that demand for the token will increase exponentially post launch, as the number of
businesses to adopt the solution will also grow.
Taking innovation to the next level, the PumaPay Pride is another hallmark feature of the PumaPay, only
this time of the wallet, and is intended to serve as a directory for all companies large or small accepting
PMA as a means of exchange for their goods or services in the proximity of the user. By oﬀering
merchants from all areas of industry more exposure to crypto holders, PumaPay transgresses the
boundaries of the mere digital world and paves the way for a token or crypto economy, channelling the
existing half a trillion US dollars' crypto-invested capital scattered around the world into global
economy to drive growth.
By providing merchants and crypto holders alike with a viable, 'evergreen' payment solution, PumaPay
turns cryptocurrencies into a proper, real means of exchange for goods and services, solving the
crypto usability problem. Furthermore, the value of the PMA token will grow with demand and
widespread adoption.
Making the headlines of Forbes, Huﬃngton Post, Investing.com, TechBullion, Venture Beat,
CoinTelegraph, LeapRate and other leading publications, PumaPay is also expected to capture the
spotlight of cryptocurrency exchanges and become a tradable asset sooner rather than later,
leveraging the economic potential of the token.
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Roadmap:

Q2 2018:

Q3 2018:

* PumaPay TGE

* Testing next gen. blockchain

* PMA Token V1.0 (ERC20)

* PumaPay Wallet V2.0 (Android, iOS, Chrome) supporting all the recurring payments

* PumaPay Mobile Wallet V1.0 (Android, iOS)

* SDK II – allowing integration with all
PullPayment mechanisms as well as
development of 3rd party extension services

* SDK I - allowing basic integration with the
protocol and accepting PMA by merchants
* Integration with ImLive – enabling
purchasing using PMA tokens

* PullContract Wizard – allowing creation and
deployment of parameterized PullContracts

Q4 2018 - Q1 2019:

* PumaPay Pride

* PumaPay Wallet V3.0 (Android, iOS,
Chrome), supporting all the
PullPayment mechanisms

Token Allocation

* SDK III – allowing integration with all
PullPayment mechanisms as well as
development of 3rd party extension
services

* 20% Public Contributors (pro-rata)

* Integration with ImLive White Label

* 15% Advisors, bounty, bonuses and fees

* Integration with Early Adopters

* 10% Founding Team

* 20% Strategic partners and early adopters
* 35% The Company

Collaborators
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In the Media

ICO Details:
Token Sale Hard Cap

$150M

Token Sale Soft Cap

$15M, achieved

Token Symbol

PMA

Token Type

ERC20

Initial Token Price

50,000PMA/1 ETH

KYC

Required

Accepted Currencies

ETH, BTC, EUR

Presale Start Date

Dec 27, 2017

Presale End Date

May 7, 2018

Participation Restrictions

USA, China, South Korea
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The Team:

Yoav Dror

Aristos Christoﬁdes

Giorgos Kourtellos

Pantelis Foulis

Pantelis Foulis

CEO

CEO

Chief Blockchain Architect

CFO

CFO

Soﬁa Mashovets

Gleb Chernov

Stella Evagorou

Constantinos Eracleous

Elena Savvides

Online Marketing Manager

VP Business Development

Developer

Smart Contracts Developer

Head of HR

Athina Chatziadamou

Mat Stone

Dana Ungureanu

Efrat Klaus

Legal Associate

Cyber Security

Content Writer

Designer

Uriel Peled

Dovi Frances

Giaglis. M George. Prof

Daniel Sijes

Muly Litvak

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor

Advisor & Strategic Investor

Advisors:

For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:
Country: Gibraltar
Website: https://pumapay.io
Email: pr@pumapay.io
Telegram: https://t.me/PumaPay
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PumaPay/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PumaPay
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/PumaPay/
Medium: https://medium.com/@pumapay
White Paper: https://pumapay.io/docs/pumapay_whitepaper.pdf
Bitcoin Talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2658299.0
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ROOMDAO

Project Details:
ROOMDAO is a decentralized market place for travellers and service providers where every market
participant communicates directly and fee-free.

BENEFITS OF ROOMDAO:
BROAD CHOICE
FIRST-HAND COMMUNICATION
DECENTRALIZED RATING SYSTEM
SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
EASY-TO-USE PAYMENT SYSTEM

Oﬃcial Video: https://youtu.be/Rp7ZWt0Sbiw
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

ROOMDAO TOKENMETRICS
ROOMCOIN Tokens are ERC20 utility tokens for the block chain-based decentralized
ROOMDAO marketplace with smart contracts. All services can be paid ONLY with RDC
tokens
BENEFITS OF ROOMDAO TOKENMETRICS
LOW TOTAL SUPPLY: 60,000,000 RDC
EXCHANGE RATE: 1 ETHEREUM = 3,000 ROOMCOIN
DESCRIPTION: ERC 20 UTILITY TOKEN
39,600,000 – FOR SALE
6,000,000 – FOR TEAM
12,000,000 – FOUNDATED FOR PLATFORM
2,400,000 – BOUNTY, ADVISORS
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ROADMAP:
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Collaborator

ICO Details:
Whitelist

YES

Token Sale Hard Cap

13,000

Token Sale Soft Cap

5,000

Token Symbol

RDC

Token Type

ERC20

Token Distribution

60,000,000

Initial Token Price

1 ETH = 3,000 RDC

KYC

YES

Accepted Currencies

ETH, BTC, LTC, BCH

Presale Start Date

20/04/18

Presale End Date

20/05/18

Participation Restrictions

USA, CHINA
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Team:

Andrei Dutov

Alexander Matushevich

Mikhail Sulaberidze

Ulyana Vlasenko

Maxim Khaleev

Founder

Co-Founder

Co-Founder

Marketing Manager

System Manager

Julia Yashkova

Alexander Samardak

Inna Petrenko

Artem Sakhno

Ishtvan Torpoi

Lawyer

Founder & CEO

Director of Busine Development

Chief Information Oﬃcer

Nederland

Timothy Lee

Alexander Onikienko

Nikolay hernov

Michael Root

Advisor

Cofounder, ICO Advis

Travel Advisor

Marketing Pro, ICO

Vasili Solianik
Blockchain specialist

Advisors:

For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:
Website: http://roomdao.io
White Paper: https://roomdao.io/docs/roomdao_whitepaper_en.pdf
Telegram: https://t.me/roomdao_chat
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Roomdao-128520104510886/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ROOMDAOICO
GitHub: https://github.com/a00a00/roomDAO/tree/master/contracts
Medium: https://medium.com/@roomdao
You Tube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv9RXavURq8
Bitcoin Talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3130324.msg32372961#msg32372961
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